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limbers returning from the Karakoram and Hindu Kush ranges reported
generally unsettled weather conditions throughout the 1996 season.
Expeditions arriving early were hampered by the remnants of an exceptionally
heavy spring snowfall which had deposited several metres on the high glaciers
during mid-May. The weather remained unsettled throughout the summer,
with frequent snowfalls separating short spells of more stable conditions. As a
result, the overall success rate on Pakistan's mountains was a little less than in
previous years. Ministry of Tourism statistics show that 56 expeditions from
14 countries received permission to climb peaks over 6000m. Exactly half of
this number were concentrated on the five 8000m peaks, while the other 28
expeditions were spread over 18 different mountains. Unusually, the success
rate within each category was the same: 12 expeditions succeeded in placing
one or more members on the summit of an 8000m peak, with a similar number
succeeding on a 6000m-8000m peak. There were 11 fatalities among the 409
foreign climbers (7 on 8000m peaks) and 3 Pakistani porters died.
Despite the inexorable growth of trekking and general tourism in Pakistan's
mountain areas during the last decade, the total number of mountaineering
expeditions applying for permits each year is relatively stable. The full quota
of 6 permits for each 8000m peak is always issued, while 25-30 teams annually
attempt 6000m-8000m peaks. There is evidence that expeditions to climb sub6000m peaks are on the increase. However, as this information is not collected
by the Pakistan authorities, exact figures are not available.
As always, there was a wide and diverse range of mountaineering activity in
Pakistan during 1996, reflecting the wealth of possible objectives. On the 8000m
peaks no significant new routes were climbed, but there were several impressive
individual achievements. The French alpinist Jean-Christophe Lafaille climbed
Gasherbrum I and Gasherbrum IT in a solo trip lasting four days. Polish
mountaineer Krzysztof Wielicki made a solo ascent of Nanga Parbat, thus
becoming the fifth man to climb all the 8000m peaks. This was achieved in a 7day round trip from the Karakoram Highway, and came just two weeks after
he had climbed K2 from the Chinese side. Several teams trying major new
lines on smaller peaks were unsuccessful. The most notable successes of the
season were on Ultar where two separate Japanese teams reached the previously
unclimbed summit by different routes.
K2 (8611m) In addition to six expeditions attempting K2 from Pakistan
there were two on the Chinese side of the peak. A record number of 29 climbers reached the summit, this total being boosted by a large Japanese team late
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in the season. First to arrive were 15 Italians led by Agostino da Polenza.
Four members reached the summit by the classic Abruzzi Spur route on 29
July, but Lorenzo Mazzolini fell to his death on the descent. Earlier the same
day, the lone Japanese climber Masafumi Todaka also summited on the Abruzzi,
after abandoning his plans to solo the unrepeated 1986 Kukuzka/Piotrowski Route.
In contrasting style Atushi Yamamoto's Japanese expedition to the SSE Spur
(the 1994 Basque Route) put 12 members on the summit in two groups of six on
12 and 14 August, employing a reported 4000m of fixed rope. The first Chilean expedition to the mountain was led by Rodrigo Jordan. It also tackled the
SSE Spur. Four of the nine members reached the summit on 13 August. Harry
Taylor led a 6-man British team intending to attempt a new line on the E Face
(see MEF Reports, rif. 96/10). However, poor weather and injury prevented much
progress. Falk Liebstein's small German group switched from the NE Ridge to
the Abruzzi but made little progress and left on 17 August. Two large groups
were active on the Chinese side of the peak, attempting the Japanese Route. The
Polish group led by Krzysztof Wielicki and the Russian group led by Ivan
Dushardin both contained a number of foreign members. Poor weather seems
to have hampered their efforts, but a short spell of more stable conditions occurred
in mid-August and allowed a total of 8 climbers to reach the summit (Wielicki
and 2 Italians on 14 August; 2 Poles, 2 Russians and an American on 18 August).
Of the successful summiters Russian Igor Benkin died on the descent.
Broad Peak (8047m) Only one of the five expeditions attempting the Normal
Route reached the summit. However, the three successful climbers (H DongKeun, Y Jae-Mo, L Sun-Taek) from the Korean expedition led by H Jeong-Pyo
all perished on 23 July during their descent. Three other expeditions on the
mountain reached a high point above the top camp during late July but were
defeated by deep snow. Jose Ramon Lasa led a group of six Basque climbers,
and two teams from Italy were led by Francesco Cappellari and Francesco
Galperti. Solo Japanese climber Ichiro Hosoda was similarly unsuccessful and
was the last man to leave the mountain.
Gasherbrurn I (8068m) Six expeditions attempted Gasherbrum I with mixed
success. Five aimed to climb the normal Japanese eouloir Route. The other
team intended to try the Messner Route but abandoned this and opted to join the
others on the Japanese Couloir. Col Meryon Bridges led a large British Services
group (see MEF Reports, re! 96/2), and Manuel Lozano led a Spanish Military
team. Also on the mountain were Basques under the leadership of Iiieko Garcia,
a French team from Nice led by Franr;:ois Daniel, and Wilfried Studer's small
Austrian/German/UK group. On 10 August 7 climbers reached the summit
(2 Spanish Military, 4 UK Services and Alan Hinkes). The following day two
more members of the Spanish team summited, but Manuel Alvarez was injured
during the descent and fell to his death 7 days later after being trapped in Camp
3 by bad weather. A few weeks later settled weather allowed all three members
of Hayashi Masaki's Japanese group to make an incident-free ascent of the
same route. The last ascent of the season was the most remarkable. French
alpinist Jean-Christophe Lafaille made a non-stop solo ascent of Gasherbrums
II and I over a 4-day period. Leaving Camp 1 at 1O.30pm on 28 August he
reached the summit of GII at 9.1 Oam the following morning. After a night in
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Camp 2 and a rest in Camp 1, he left for G I at 11.OOpm on 29 August. Climbing
steep ice on the NW Face he joined the Normal Route near Camp 3 where he
rested before starting out again at 11.00pm. He reached the summit and returned
to Camp I the following day.
Gasherbrum IT (8035m) Two of the 6 permits issued for GII went to teams
which had applied for both GI and GII. The Spanish Military team seem to
have devoted all their efforts to GI, while Alan Hinkes (UK) was the only member of W Studer's Austrian group to attempt GII. Of the remaining four groups,
two were from the USA, led by Richard Celsi and Rick Wilcox respectively,
one from the French town of Cluses (led by Bernard Mudry), and a large disparate group of Koreans, Spaniards, French and Ukrainians crowded together
on the same permit. A total of 10 climbers from these different expeditions
reached the summit during a spell of good weather in the last week of August,
including J C Lafaille and A Hinkes - the only two climbers to climb both
Gasherbrum I and Gasherbrum 11 in 1996.
Seven Korean climbers led by Gye Nam Lee were unsuccessful on Gasherbrum IV (7925m). On the southern watershed of the Baltoro Masherbrum
(782Im) retained its reputation as a difficult peak, with three expeditions failing
at relatively low altitudes. Peter Cole's 4-man American group were on the
peak early in the season to attempt the unclimbed ESE Ridge and experienced
deep snow and avalanche danger before retreating in mid-June. Six Russian
climbers arrived in mid-July to attempt the 1960 Original Route on the SE Face
but experienced similar problems. A large Pakistan army team, with permission
for the peak, rapidly changed their objective to a minor 6200m peak near base
camp, with 10 climbers reaching this summit.
Bad weather plagued Aid Burgess's small American expedition to Muztagh
Tower (7273m). They aimed to repeat the original 1956 British Route on the
NW Ridge of this attractive and rarely visited rock tower, but only reached
6400m. Two small teams successfully climbed Trango Tower (6237m) in midJuly. Three climbers from Japan led by Tatsuo Shinohara repeated the Slovenian
Route on the S face, while a similar number of Koreans led by Mun Jong Kuk
repeated the Kurtyka/Loretan Route. In the Hushe area an Italian team led by
Oreste Forno made the first official ascent of Laila (6069m), an attractive snow
and rock spire above the Ghondokoro Glacier, which had been climbed unofficially several times.
Baintha Brakk (7285m) and Latok I (7145m) were visited by two British
expeditions sharing a base camp in the Choktoi Glacier. Andy MacNae's team
on Baintha Brakk (the Ogre) intended to complete the SE Ridge which has
been attempted before. Climbing difficult rock and mixed terrain in a lightweight
style, they reached 6900m before being forced down by bad weather (see 'The
Challengeo! the Ogre', pp 103-106). The two-man team of Dave Wills and Brendan
Murphy on Latok I experienced similar problems with poor weather, reaching
a high point of 6750m on the unclimbed N ridge (see 'Latok 1', pp 99-102). A
Japanese team led by Nagasawa Shigeru attempted Baintha Brakk from the
Biafo Glacier without success. Further west, Kungyang Chish (7852m) was
attempted unsuccessfully by Kazuo Tobita's 6-strong Japanese group. On the
other side of the Hispar Glacier two British climbers (Simon Yates and
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Steve Sustad) arrived late in the season aiming to make the first ascent of
Makrong Chhish (6607m). They reached 6400m during the first week of
September before turning back in the face of dangerous snow conditions and
deteriorating weather (see MEF Reports, re! 96/30). A little further south, three
expeditions were active on peaks surrounding the Chogo Lungma Glacier. On
Spantik (7027m) Fran~ois Eynac's French team failed, while Peter Worgoetter's
Austrian group reached the top. Both followed the standard SW Ridge route.
Nearby, seven Korean climbers led by K Deak Byoung failed on Haramosh
(7397m).
The greatest technical ascents of the season occurred on Ultar (7388m) in
Hunza. This peak had been tried unsuccessfully by approximately 15 expeditions in the last decade. Two separate Japanese expeditions reached the
summit from different sides of the mountain in 1996. Approaching from the
Ghulkin Glacier and climbing on the N side of the peak, Akito Yamazaki and
Kiysh Matsuka summited on 21 July. However, Yamazaki became exhausted
on the descent and died of oedema at Camp I. Making his fourth visit to the
peak, Ken Takahashi led five members of his expedition to the summit via
the S Ridge from a Base Camp on the Ultar Glacier. On the other side of the
Hunza Valley three teams visited the popular peak Diran (7257m). Shigeru
Aoki's 12-member Japanese team made a spirited attempt to open a new route
up the S Face from the Bagrot Glacier, reaching 6700m. On the Normal Route
from the N, Jose Ruiz's 5-man Spanish team failed to climb the peak, but a
Japanese duo led by Hiroshi Iwasaki succeeded. Further north in the Hunza
Valley a large team organised by the Pakistan Alpine Club claim to have put 15
climbers on the summit of Passu Peak (7284m). A 6-man New Zealand expedition met with disaster while attempting the first ascent of the NW Face of
Distighil Sar (7885m) from the Shimshal Valley. Steve Thornley (leader), Andy
Boss and Chris Hoare died on the face during a blizzard in mid-August.
Hindu Kush Two groups attempted the 1967 Czech Route on Tirich Mir
(7708m). Six Spaniards led by Carlos Soria were unsuccessful, while French
expedition leader Pierre Bouchard made a fast ascent of the peak with one
companion on 27 July. These expeditions shared much of the route with another
Spanish (Catalan) group who were unsuccessful on Tirich Mir West 1 (7487m).
On the other side of the Tirich Glacier, Roland Maruna's expedition continued
a long tradition of Austrian involvement with Istor-O-Nal (7403m). Several
of the expedition's 11 members appear to have been successful in reaching one
of the peak's summits. German mountaineer Alfred Fendt with one companion
scored a success in August with their ascent of Shakhaur (7084m). They
followed the line of the first ascensionists, climbing the NW Ridge from the N
Atrak Glacier.
Nanga Parbat (8125m) Five expeditions visited this isolated giant during
the summer season, and two others planned winter ascents. Of the 30 climbers
attempting the peak, only one man succeeded. On the Kinshofer Route a 5-man
Romanian group met with disaster on 20 June. Expedition leader Razvan
Petcu and Gabriel Stana were killed by an avalanche while descending in bad
weather from their high point on the Diamir Face. Roberta Vittorangelli's 5person Italian team also failed on the Kinshoftr Route at the same time. Two
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expeditions attempted the mountain by the Schell Route on the Rupal Face.
Three Japanese climbers led by H Kurahashi gave up at 6800m. Later a team
of Italian guides from Aosta were unable to reach beyond 6300m on this route.
The only success of the year came from a controversial 1O-person Polish/multinational group, but internal dissent caused the expedition to break up acrimoniously in mid-August. Base Camp was abandoned before the nominal
leader Krzysztof Wielicki arrived on the scene fol1owing his ascent of K2.
Wielicki made a rapid solo ascent of the Kinshofer Route in a 7-day round trip from
Chilas, reaching the summit on I September. Two winter attempts were also
unsuccessful with Victor Saunders' two-man UK/Sweden team in December
turning back low on the Kinshofer Route owing to iron-hard ice. The Polish winter
expedition led by Andrzej Zawada was also in action, but no further details are
known.
Several expeditions visited sub-6000m peaks throughout Pakistan's Northern
Areas, attempting both steep rock wal1s and mixed mountaineering routes. The
strong USA team of Charles Boyd, Greg Child and Greg Foweraker made the
first ascent of Shipton Spire (c5800m), a granite tooth rising from the Trango
Glacier. They worked the 36-pitch «5.11, A4) 1200m route for 20 days and
reached the top on 28 July. A young multinational team led by James Howel
(UK) attempted a new route on the S Face of Lobsang Spire (5707m) above
the Baltoro Glacier. They graded the climbing to their high point at c5500m at
E2 6a and A3 (see MEF Reports, re! 96/29). Italian climber Maurizio Giordani
succeeded in climbing a new route on the S Face of Ogre's Thumb (c5600m)
above the Uzum Brakk Glacier. This was his third attempt at the line he had
previously tried in 1991 and 1993. With two companions he climbed the 33pitch l300m route in 4 days and graded it VII+/A3. The rocky spire of Pt
5400m above the Biafo Glacier in the Latok Group was climbed by as-man
German team via a 30-pitch route (Graded VII) on the N Pil1ar. In the Kero
Lungma area an experienced 4-man British group led by Dave Wilkinson
explored little-known territory and ascended previously unclimbed peaks:
Redakh Brakk (c6000m), Tsuntse Brakk (c5000m), Goma Brakk (c5200m).
(See MEF Reports, re! 96/23.) A multinational team (NZ, SA, UK) organised
by Peter Thompson visited the Pute Towers north of Aliabad in the Hunza
Valley. Approaching via the Muchuhar Glacier they explored the route potential
on the high peaks of the Batura wal1 and made first ascents of Third Tower
(5800m), Gutum Talji (c5500m) and Batokshe (c6000m). (See MEF Reports,
ref 96/11.) Six Spanish climbers are claiming the first ascent of Chuktan Peak
(6294m) (also known as Girgindal) on the watershed between the Barpu and
Yengutz Har glaciers. An al1-female British team led by Penny Clay made the
second ascent of Kuti Dorkush (c5900m) on the N side of the Sat Marao Glacier
in the Chalt region (see MEF Reports, ref 96/13). Two groups of Spanish 'big
wal1' climbers attempted granite face climbs. Jon Lazkano's group climbed for
15 days before retreating 300m from the top of their 1200m route on unclimbed
Amin Brakk (c570Orn). Carmen Gonzalez's team failed to climb the S Face of
unclimbed Tysar Tower (5000m). Neither of these names appear on maps of
the area and their exact locations are unknown, although the latter is thought
to be in the Hushe area.

